LWDHF

With many thanks to the generosity of our donors and our supportive community, LWDHF has transferred over $744,000 to our hospital this past fiscal
year! Our hospital does not receive government funding for capital equipment, which leaves LWDHF to raise the funds needed dollar for dollar. With
your help, we are ensuring that quality medical care remains available at our
hospital for our family, friends, and community. This transfer purchased a variety of equipment including (but not limited to): a Digital Portable X-Ray unit,
new Dialysis Chairs, a BioSafety Cabinet,
anesthetic
machines, an Ultra
Centrifuge,
and
many more important pieces of
medical
equipment and instruments.

Every year during the Holiday Season we need your help to
light our Tree of Life; thank you for honouring your loved ones
by purchasing a bulb in their name.
This event was originally started by Alice Jardine, and we are
honoured to continue her vision and hard work.
Many thanks go to our 2013 sponsors and supporters!

14 teams from Novice to Oldtimers took part in
scoring goals and raising money for our hospital.
Hockey for Health 3 on 3 is unique in that the
team that raises the most money, not who wins
the most games, is crowned
champion. It’s a great way to
get youth involved in community philanthropy! Congratulations to the teams who participated; we’re proud of your efforts to play hard and to raise a significant amount of money
for our hospital! Thank you also to the many individual and
business supporters of this event!

Another massive success for Boobie Nights 5, raising an outstanding $78,000! This event has raised over $240,000 to help
bring
Digital
Mammography
to
Kenora!
Many thanks to Century 21 Reynard Real
Estate, and all the volunteers, sponsors, donors, and attendees for your dedication and
continued support!

Photos courtesy of Boobie Nights Facebook Page

The Ontario Ministry of Health and Long Term Care cover on
average, 80% of our hospital’s operating costs. This limited
funding for healthcare increases the financial pressure for our
hospital in addition to the fact that none of this funding is
designated to cover capital expenses. There is not a matching
program from the Ministry to help purchase equipment,
which leaves LWDHF to raise the funds needed, dollar for dollar.

LWDH Wish List
2014/15
ICU Central Monitoring
System
Anesthetic Machines

$150,000
$130,000

(Remainder Owing)

Our hospital has identified over $3 million in capital equipment needs over the next 2 years. The list shown on the right
is only a small portion of what is needed by our hospital to
ensure quality medical care remains available to our community at LWDH.

OR Table

$90,000

Hematology Analyzer-Lab

$60,000

Blanket & Fluid Warmers
(MAT, ER, OR)

$29,500

The Diagnostic Imaging Project is now coming to a conclusion;
our goal to raise $1 million to bring Digital Mammography
and X-Ray to Kenora has largely been achieved. We have already transferred $900,000 for the DI Project, with another
$120,000 outstanding when the full digital X-Ray equipment
arrives; we hope to raise that amount over the next year with
continued community involvement.

Patient Beds

$28,500

Vital Signs Monitors

$10,500

Pediatric GlideScope

$5,800

The Lake of the Woods District Hospital Foundation
was established in 1992 and continues to be the lifeline between our community and our hospital.
LWDHF is governed by an eleven member board
which meets monthly, has two full time employees
and benefits from over 2,000 volunteer hours per
year.
We are dedicated to raising funds for the purchase of
medical equipment and capital infrastructure. Since
our inception, we have transferred over $15 million to
Lake of the Woods District Hospital (LWDH) which
was initially constructed in 1929, and has received
several additions over the years.

A memorial gift to LWDHF provides a meaningful way to remember your loved ones. Family and
friends have an opportunity to
donate towards a lasting tribute
set up as a memorial fund. Memorial gifts are recognized on our
Donor Board when accumulated
donations for the fund reach
$1,000.

Did you know that for as little as
$5 per month, you can make a difference in the quality of medical
care available at our hospital?
1,000 donors contributing $25 per
month, works out to $300,000 per
year for our hospital! Imagine the
possibilities for our hospital, our
patients, and our community!

Including LWDHF in your will ensures your support for a cause you
care about will continue even after you’re gone. By choosing to
designate to our endowment
fund, your gift continues to give,
benefitting your family and our
community forever. You can also
take comfort in knowing that your
gift to LWDHF will lessen the tax
burden on your loved ones when
transferring your estate.
Please contact LWDHF to discuss
your planned giving options such
as bequests, gifts of life insurance,
RIFs or RRSPs. Final arrangements
should be made through your
financial advisor.
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Contact Jess Rheault, Managing Director, with any inquiries about donations, events or volunteering!

